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My second issue as editor, and I'm now settling in to it and getting a routine!
As editor, I can only put in what is sent to me. I need your input. The more the
better. Have you been to an interesting conference, workshop or talk? Tell us
about it. What have you read recently that others might be interested in? Your
comments and thoughts are also welcome. Articles - ideally A4, up to one page
long, but a little more won't hurt. But please, no fancy formatting. Keep it plain
and simple. My software does strange things with the fancy stuff!
Pete Redwood pete@livingwitness.org

Meet the Trustees
Rachel Berger I was a LW trustee from 2009-15, and now I am serving for another 3 years. In
my last paid post, I worked for an international development NGO on the impact of climate
change on vulnerable communities in Africa and Asia, developing thinking on what adaptation to
climate change would mean for these people. After a few years in despair that
catastrophic change could not be avoided, I now want to live in activehope,
playing my part in the Great Turning (Joanna Macy’s phrase). I recently set up a
Face book page called 365 conversations about Climate change, because it is
important that we talk about our fears and concerns. I want to reduce my
carbon footprint further, and to develop my skills in listening to different views
and in defusing tensions between people.
Rachel

Gill Westcott was a smallholders' wife in North Devon for 16 years. She
offered fresh vegetables for sale and psychotherapy (in different places). She
now lives near Exeter, works with the local Transition initiative and is on the
board of the Exeter Pound. Originally trained in economics she has
contributed to the New Economy series of booklets published by QPSW. She
is also a member of Exeter Meeting's Sustainability Support Group and Britain
Yearly Meeting Sustainability Committee.

Clíodhna Mulhern. Clíodhna is committed to the midwifing of a spiritually
alive world that is socially just and where humans live in balance with all of life
on earth. She has been active in Transition and is a member of Lancaster
cohousing. Her workshops are designed to support our journey from a high
consumption lifestyle to towards a life-affirming, sustainable and reverential
relationship with earth. Themes in her work range from practical ways of living
and working more sustainably to the shift in consciousness needed to create a
new way of being human.
Andrew Taylor-Browne After a career as an academic, and another as a director
of an international law firm, He moved to a 60 acre farm in Cornwall where for the
last 17 years, with his family and many volunteers, he has been planting a lot of
trees, looking after a diverse collection of animals, growing fruit and vegetables, and
exploring issues of permaculture, sustainability and spirituality. For more than 20
years he has been a Lay Minister with the Order of Buddhist Contemplatives.
Ian Marshall recently retired from teaching Systems thinking and low carbon living at the
University of Lancaster. He is inspired by the transformative power of spiritual practices from a
wide range of faith traditions. Ian is a member of Garstang Meeting and is a trustee of North
and Central Lancashire Area Meeting.
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The Story so Far

Th e Sto ry o f a Wo o d

In May 2016 Ed, Carina and their son Peter, bought a 43-acre wood
and coastal meadow in West Scotland. The wood is part of the Celtic
Rainforest of western seaboards of Scotland and Ireland, so-named
because it has lots of rare lichens, fungi, mosses, liverwort and ferns,
some of which are found nowhere else in the world.
The once-great forest has been reduced to scattered woods like
ours, which need to be near or on the Atlantic coast: they absolutely require an oceanic climate
(largely frost-free, damp and humid most of the time). In Scotland the Celtic rainforest stretches
from where we are (west of Glasgow, in South Knapdale) northwards all
the way up the western seaboard.
The wood is part of the Ardpatrick and Dunmore Site of Special Scientific
Interest, itself a series of individual woodland blocks, lochans, meadows
and mires strung along the northern shore of the West Loch, a sea loch
stretching to the south-west of the fishing village of Tarbert (Loch Fyne).
An idyllic location
It's at the mouth of the sea loch, and Ed & Carina will be canoeing to
it when the weather is suitable. A ferry used to ply across the loch,
hence the Wood’s name. Next to their meadow is an island: at Low
Water Spring tides a natural causeway forms and one can walk across
it. Opposite is the dramatic hill of Dunskeig: “dun” means a hill in
Gaelic; it also gives its name to prestige habitations dating from the
Iron Age, the remains of which are still visible.
The Islay ferry passes the wood a few times a day: so there’s still a ferry,
only it’s going up and down the loch rather across it.
Carina and Ed have been keen gardeners all their lives, and they’ve
undertaken a lot of conservation over the years. Ed also has a
qualification in countryside management, which he can now put to good
use. They love plants!
Part of their reason for acquiring the wood is to further the work of
Plantlife UK, which has a Back from the Brink species recovery programme. In the case of their
wood, the rare species are threatened by invasive rhododendron, which shade out everything in
their path.
Message from Ed:
Come and join us! The two projects we have on the go at the moment are:
1) Removing rhododendron, which is choking out the native trees and shrubs. Light work or
heavy, depending on what you want to go for (seedlings up to mature shrubs).
2) Surveying the Wood to find out the location of coppiced, multi-stemmed oaks, important
concentrations of lower plants etc.
Come and stay with us for a holiday, short break, swim (it has its own beach), research,
learning, training, art, bring a group, friends, family or yourself, generally have fun…!
Reply to me (Ed Tyler) on my email (tyleward@gmail.com), look up Ferry Wood on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/624046491087672/ , text us on 07799 898 369 and request to
be on an email group to be informed of what we are up to .
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Oxford Rea l Fa rm i n g Con feren ce 2 01 7
"Never underestimate the power of a small
group of committed and thoughtful individuals
to change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has." This was the summing up by a
speaker in the closing plenary of the two-day
Oxford Real Farming Conference this year.
And in that room there were not a small number
of people, but over 500, with yet more outside
the conference hall. This was the eighth
annual coming together of farmers, food
growers and campaigners for social and
ecological justice, for which tickets sold out
twice as fast as last year's. As global politicians
and multinational agri-chemical, engineering
and food retail business leaders gathered
elsewhere in Oxford, delegates to this event
were left in no uncertainty that we were going
to go away and act on the conversations and
informed debates we had heard.

examples of practical steps toward a better
way were abundant: we studied soil survey
maps of mixed organic farms, heard from
growers on borrowed corners of local
authority land, co-operatives using social
media to shorten the route to market,
smallholdings on ecological land trust plots.
Even at the conference, all the milk was fully
organic and Pasture for Life certified, for the
first time ever in a public event. The campaign
sprang from an aspiration of farmers brought
together previously by a common belief in the
virtues of 100% grass fed animal rearing.
Last year they produced a statement, 'Pasture
for Life- it can be done'. This year they will
produce a statement, 'Pasture for Life: How
it's done".
Compellingly the speaker quoted George
Fox, "this I know experientially". He told a
story of one pioneering farmer who, when
asked by a reporter to provide yet more
scientific evidence of the success of a
regenerative agriculture, responded
exasperatedly "We farmers know it's
happening, science is just catching up". So
we were also reminded to 'live adventurously"
and "let your life speak", as we returned to
our various projects, farms and communities,
turning our energies to the change we want to
see. I thought of the community I call my own
in Somerset and of the food producers and
farmers I have met whilst exploring the
county. Being exposed to the natural
elements of our food landscape, how can one
not react, with heart and head? I know I am
not alone in that. So why are we still fed
carcinogenic fast-food, chips that come with a
health warning, pop that's sponsored by
father christmas and supermarket-spun fake
farms? Are people too busy to want to know
how our food is made?

The sessions ranged over a rich seam of
topics; access to land, subsidies, community
supported agriculture, community growing
projects, regenerative agricultural practices,
carbon sequestering, routes to market, no-till
methodology, herbal lays and mixed organic
farming. Urgent and animated discussions
spilled over into the breaks, about new food
trading partners, collaborations, demand for
tools, productive mechanisms, food labelling,
tariffs & policies to bring about the change we
want. And what we want is real food! A farming
practice that focuses on goodness, on nutrition
and welfare. Recognising and nurturing the
commons. And a recognition that equity is not
just a term for denoting financial leverage, but a
social aspiration too.
These were people that live their beliefs. The
spirited arguments for nurturing our farmlands
were clearly driven by more than a desire to
increase profitability and cut inefficiencies,
although these were earnestly debated too.
The milk price, animal welfare and trade deals
with New Zealand and Denmark have drawn
public attention to the critical challenges facing
our food producers at times recently. But here
were people reasserting their values, not in
reaction to a crisis but because it is the right
way to farm, to grow, to relate to the land. The

The Oxford Real Farming Conference
buzzed with collaborative intent. I heard from
speakers and delegates who were inspired to
form coalitions, to co-produce research and
tool kits, start dialogues and engage with the
larger institutions.Farmers were taking to
farmers about subjects they want to hear
4

country.

about; Compassion in World Farming; bringing
livestock into arable rotation; the tangible
benefits of organic growing on the soil biome;
building resilience, sequestering carbon,
increasing organic matter, building yield;
enabling people to stay on their family farms.
Farmers compared evidence of their testing and
research into agroecological method and of
developing companion cropping, such as the
three sisters, in a sophisticated combination
relevant to our own climate.

Before we left we were introduced to
Pasture for Life's poet in residence. Alex
Horowitz' words held the room in thrall as he
recited a poem about the challenges he had
heard being discussed over the weekend. It
was a beautiful paean to the natural
landscape, the flow of energies and how we
navigate our way into it's heartlands and
backwaters, 'up into the land beyond the
plough' and 'down into the southern valleys to
unblock drains'. As we considered, many of
us returning to cities and towns, leaving this
lush atmosphere of collaboration and
wondering how to convey the message to our
friends and colleagues,

There was a real sense that those of us with a
social and ecological concern for the future of
farming have a great opportunity to shape
policy now. DEFRA has employed at least 50
new staff to cope with Brexit - we should invite
them to farms, market gardens and food
markets. The powerful stories conveyed by
people working at grassroots level, in cities and
in rural areas, are just as relevant as the
corporate messages of fast-food megabusiness
to the value of the farming sector for this

"...Too much fact runs off the backs of busy
people like water from compacted soil....water
them with stories; watch them grow."
Sarah Milner Simonds
sarahmilnersimonds@gmail.com

An d ju st rou n d the corn er................
At the same time as the Oxford Real Farming Conference, a rival confderence was taking place
– the Oxford Farming Conference – supported by the major manufacturers, machinery suppliers
and chemical industry. The main sponsors this year were, Massey Ferguson (tractors and heavy
machinery), Marks & Spencer, and BASF (agro chemicals).
Guy Watson, founder of Riverford Organic Foods attended (and addressed) both conferences
but reported that he felt uncomfortable with the “suits” at the mainstream conference. He did feel
however that there seemed to be a general acceptance that faming had to change and that the
soil was the most valuable asset.
Coinciding with the two conferences, Ethical Consumer released their report into the National
Farmers Union (NFU). This very detailed report running into several pages showed that firstly, by
its very structure, the NFU was NOT a union but was first and foremost a lobby group. It supports
and is indeed supported by, the major manufacturers, the major food retailers and the chemical
industry. Its main function is to lobby the government, and is in fact the main advisor to the
government on agricultural matters.
Secondly, the NFU does not support the average farmer, although all farmers are encouraged
to join. It favours and supports the large industrial scale farmers and puts forward the view that
this is the way forward. One of the reports that came out of the Oxford Farming Conference
suggested that in order stay in business farmers need to consider partnerships with the
manufacturers and retailers, as well as with other farmers.
In other words, what is being proposed is an increase in what is already happening – that
manufacturers and supermarkets dictate what we shall buy and what we can eat. Even more
reason why we should support the organic farmers and their veg box schemes and make good
use of our local health food shops, boycotting supermarkets and the big label manufacturers.
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Le tte rs, Ea rth Q u a ke r.
Dear Letters,
It was reported in the press on 20th December 2016 that GM crops may pose a health risk
because they contain higher levels of potentially harmful chemicals called polyamines. In
laboratory tests experts found GM maize could have a ‘toxic effect’ on liver & kidneys. Plants
modified to survive being sprayed with high doses of weedkiller such as glyphosate, contain
“worryingly large increases in substances that can also worsen allergic reactions & increase the
risk of cancer”, said researchers at King’s College London. They tested a variety of GM maize
called NK603, eaten by millions of people & animals around the world. Scientists now warn that
these findings show that GM crops should not be treated as ‘equivalent’ to unmodified crops.
The modification altered the protein content of maize kernels & exposed cells & tissues to
greater damage when reacting with oxygen. The NK603 maize contained raised levels of
chemicals thought to be involved in the formation of cancer-causing substances. Published in
“Scientific Reports” journal. The campaign group “GM Freeze” said “The idea that one can
‘tweak’ a living organism’s DNA without consequence is, at best, arrogant. When that attitude is
applied to the food that millions eat each day, it becomes downright dangerous.”
Kind regards,
Ann Wills.
Ruislip, Middx.

Green Light: Tools for our Quaker sustainability witness
Living Witness and Quaker Peace and Social
Witness are beginning work on Green Light: a
series of resources to support Friends and
Local Meetings in their engagement with
sustainability. The material will partly be an
update of the Sustainability Toolkit which we
published in 2011. We are hoping to release
the new resources during 2017-18 on the
Internet and as printed materials for
distribution to local meeting. Instalments might
include:

- Quakers, sustainability and politics.
Engaging with politicians on sustainability.
- Auditing your meeting. Guidance for
assessing climate impact of meetings.
- Keeping it going. Support groups and other
structures to sustain the energy.
It would be good to hear what resources you
feel would be helpful. Please do contact me at
laurie@livingwitness.org.uk. In this article I
want to set out some of the principles that we
think will underpin the series.

- Our personal climate impact. Including an
updated climate impact calculator.

Quaker essentials

- Quaker conversations.
Guidance/suggestions for Quaker study
groups.

Quaker spirituality starts with openness to
transformation by our experience of God, or of
the Light, from whatever source it may come:
paying attention to the promptings of love and
truth in our hearts; standing still in the Light;
letting it show us our darkness and bring us to
new life.

- Talking energy. A briefing on our energy
system.
- Community conversations. Ideas and
guidance for hosting community dialogues.

We are called to answer that of God in every
one. Meeting for Worship is an opportunity for
regular practice: “Receive the vocal ministry of
others in a tender and creative spirit. Reach

- Green discernment. Guidance for clerks on
sustainability agenda items.
- Engaging the powers. What is our role in
movements for societal change?
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for the meaning deep within it, recognising that
even if it is not God’s word for you, it may be
so for others.”

universe.

We have a particular Quaker discipline of
seeking unity: “Are you prepared to let your
insights and personal wishes take their place
alongside those of others or be set aside as
the meeting seeks the right way forward?”

While we draw on our corporate roots in
Christianity and the witness of early Friends,
our story is constantly evolving, reflected in
the periodic revision of our Book of Discipline
and in testimonies to the grace of God as
shown in the lives of Friends. Our core
commitment is to the truth, and openness to
the Light from wherever it may come, including
science and the experiences of other faith
communities. We hold to a vision of a world
where truth, equality, peace, nonviolence,
simplicity, justice and sustainability prevail. We
seek to reflect that vision in our own lives and
faith community. We draw on a history of
Quaker witness, including work for the
abolition of slavery and torture, for prison
reform, conflict transformation and peace
building.

Our Quaker story

Embracing diversity: spiritualities &
gifts differing
Our Quaker way is to respect others’ life
journeys and spiritual paths. We find different
ways in to engaging with sustainability:
- Communion and community – feeling our
connection with people, other living beings,
and the universe.
- Insight and narrative – seeing ourselves as
part of a story including a history and a vision
for the future.
- Action and change agency – being part of
action for change, in our lives or through
service for healing and justice.

Quaker approaches to action
Action is a core part of Quaker faith. We
ground our witness by sharing and testing
leadings in worship and in business meetings,
by establishing support groups for Friends
working under concern, and by holding those
Friends in the Light in meeting for worship. We
allow their witness to challenge us and to lead
us to new ways of living and acting.

There are Quaker approaches to each of
these, but perhaps more particularly to the
ways we weave them together.

Quaker approaches to community
Quakerism offers a particular approach to
relationship and community. We attend to the
leadings of the individual Friend as well as the
discernment of the gathered meeting.
Embracing our diversity, we may find
ourselves enriched by the experiences of
others, and our corporate witness may be
strengthened as we each bring our different
gifts. Being open the Light that shows us our
darkness and brings us to new life, we can
develop compassion and understanding for
the journeys of others. Seeking unity, we are
bridge-builders, working with other faith
groups, campaign networks and people in our
neighbourhoods. Quakers are often the people
who keep turning up in local interfaith and
Transition initiatives. Our sense of community
increasingly extends to “all creation”,
answering that of God in all life and in the

Current challenges
The challenges Quakers face in living out
our principles are similar in many ways to
those faced by others as we begin to
recognise that we have been living in bubble a social, political and economic ‘normality’ that
was unsustainable. Although we have told
ourselves for decades in Yearly Meeting
minutes and in other ways that change was
needed, it can be a shock when we realise
what is really required of us and that we have
been part of the problem. The current state of
political flux and realignment in many
countries – along with widespread denial,
‘alternative truth’ and blame, is perhaps a
consequence. We can contribute best in the
current turmoil by staying true to those basic
7

principles:
- standing still in the Light and letting it show us our darkness,
- answering that of God in everyone, including those who seem to be on the ‘other side’, and
- seeking unity with them, which may require us to let go of much that we thought was part of us.

Re cycli n g .

Is

it

re a lly

I have received a letter from the Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in
response to a petition to ban all non-recyclable
packaging. It was a very detailed response
running to over four pages. Rather than fill up
earthQuaker with it, I will attempt to summarise
it.

a

p ro b le m ?

found for it. And in the the case of some
types, the end market is very limited.
On the subject of compostable packaging,
here is another “can of worms” - if you'll
pardon the pun. In order to make it biodegradable, it contains additives which will
totally destroy a batch of non-degrable plastic
when recycled. Therefore it must never been
put in the recycling bin. But how can the
consumer know this? And it never actually
totally bio-degrades. There is always some
residue left behind, which is toxic in large
enough quantities.There is also a fear that if
it is thought to be “compostable” it may be
disposed of in inappropriate ways.

The government was asked to ban all nonrecyclable packaging and all un-necessary
packaging. An admirable aspiration but when
the technical arguments are spelled out it is
fraught with difficulty.
The major stumbling block is that the
government is insitent that the choice of
packaging is left totally up to the discretion of
the manufacturer or retailer. That said there are
many good reasons why a particular type of
packaging is chosen. Yoghurt and magarine
contain acids that would eat their way through
the type of plastic used for pop bottles for
instance. Food intended for microwave heating
has to stand up to high temperatures. Three
distinctly different types of plastic which cannot
be mixed when it comes to recycling.

If you count packaging materials of all
kinds, the total amount reycled in 2015 (the
last year for which figures are obtainable)
was just 46%. The government
acknowledges that far more needs to be
done but seems to think that it is the end
consumer that needs educating, rather than
pressure applied to the manufacturer.
As this magazine was being prepared the
matter was being discussed in Parliament.
The conclusion they came to was that no
further action would be taken; that the
“government is doing all it can”. The
government decided it would be too much of
an imposition on retailers to charge a deposit.
So the litter problem will remain. "It's the
public that needs educating!"

Whilst the technology employed to sort out
recycled material is highly sophisticated it
cannot yet cope with subtly different types of
plastic, which is why most local authorities will
not collect type 5 plastic (yoghurt pots etc), or
type 6 plastic (rigid plastic and foam plastic).
The second reason is that, whilst all plastic is
technically recyclable, less than 40% of it
actually has a marketable end use. Unless it
can be sorted with a hign degree of acuracy
into each subtly different type, it cannot be reprocessed into its original form and re-used, as
can glass for instance. Another use has to be

Personally I would like to see a total ban on
all “disposables” used in cafes, food bars etc
when goods are consumed on the premises.
Pete Redwood
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Ma rg a ret Da vis
en viron m en ta list a n d hu m a n ita ria n , 1 92 7-2 01 6
order to save the planet, we all
have to do the work. No one or no
Creator is going to do it for us.

In June 2007 Margaret Davis, who
was then 80 years old, received a
prestigious award from the Gwent
Association of Voluntary Organisations
(GAVO) in recognition of her services
to the environment. She was a
member of Forest of Dean Meeting.

In another issue of the LWP
Newsletter November 2007 she
describes some of her flair for
bringing together a very varied
group of people from the Centre
For Alternative Technology, local
energy groups to Operation Noah
and her many Quaker links; all promoting
Fairtrade, environmental issues and a
nascent Transition Chepstow.

Much of what follows comes from
discussions I had with people who
knew Margaret from about 2000
onwards and my own personal reflections.
Margaret was supported and lifted up by her
Quaker faith especially by what she called her
Living Witness Project (LWP) and believed that
the best way to help change the world was by
doing something positive herself. Margaret
joined Chepstow Friends of the Earth in 2000
when she was 72, a time that many of us
consider slowing down. She was not only active
in promoting FoE’s environmental agenda but,
because she was so well read and informed,
was helping to educate on issues such as
climate change, peak oil, sustainability,
Fairtrade and local transport. Hardwick Hill in
Chepstow, near where she lived, is a wellknown pollution hot-spot, exceeding EU
regulations. She was active in FoE well into her
80s.

Everyone I spoke to described Margaret as
very self-effacing, encouraging and willing to
let other people take over the running of
projects she helped to start. Her only was
only concern that the `ball’ she got rolling
continued to roll!
I knew her best during the last 3-4 years of
her life and visited her regularly at the
residential home in Chepstow she moved
into. I knew little of the back story to her
achievements or award as she rarely
mentioned them. By this time she was
physically declining but still mentally alert,
and managed to write regularly to her MP,
government officials and newspapers on
many varied topics.

By the time she was 80 she had already used
her energy, drive and vision to help form the
Chepstow Fairtrade Forum and Transition
Chepstow. I have spoken to a few people from
both groups (both flourishing I might add) and
they have said that without Margaret agitating,
encouraging and bringing people and other
groups together, these two environmental
milestones might not have happened as soon
as they did.

However the Margaret I knew was a very
spiritual one. She was the only person in
Chepstow that I could talk to about what
could be termed `spiritual ecology’ and
embraced the work of people such as Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin, Thomas Berry, Brian
Swimme and many of the authors of articles
in Resurgence Magazine. Her most used
terms in this connection were: consciousness
and oneness. She expressed to me on many
occasions that she felt “all was
consciousness” and that we were intimately
connected with everything on earth and in the
universe. To her Gaia wasn’t a theory but a
fact: the earth was conscious and had

She was also frustrated at our lack of
understanding of environmental concerns and
humans misuse of nature. In one piece to the
LWP newsletter in August 2006 she wrote: “We
do not seem to realise that relation with our
creator is a two way thing!”. Meaning that, in
9

intelligence and that we humans, not
understanding this, were slowly destroying our
only home. She felt science was extremely
important but also materialistic. To her there
was sacredness in everything.

Realise the importance of the fruit fly,
bees and worms
Touch earth, knowing, like Einstein,
that all is not E=mc2 …”
She ends it by saying:

These feelings and insights surfaced in the
many poems that Margaret wrote. One of the
last poems was called Life, and was published
in Quaker Voices, Sept 2012. It was a very
poignant reflection on her life as she then
perceived it and contained many allusions to
her physical discomforts towards the end of her
life.

“To hear the music of the words, water,
wind
Their deep meaning given to earth, so
badly mauled
To try to heal a little bit; to turn the
swords into ploughshares.”
For me Margaret was the joyful, remarkable
woman I met in her late 80s. A role model,
educator and mentor for those of us getting
older. She showed that we can continue to
act no matter how old we are, often in small
ways, in order to make life on the earth, and
for all of us, much better. I will miss her.

“Asking once for death, to be told `go
back’
Falling three times unconscious; to crawl
or be dragged to bed…”
However the second part of the poem
beautifully lit up in her burning positive view of
life:

Nigel Lees, Chepstow January 2017

“To see the beauty of the rainbow, part
circle over town

Better to work on d emocracy now
The path to sustainability is blocked by the
shortcomings of our political system and the
growth of unaccountable power and influence.
But lack of democracy matters for many reasons
and potentially a wider alliance could tackle this.

government which, like the last few, has a
revolving door exchange of top officials with
private corporations, and whose party
depends on political donations from world
scale businesses.

Talking about sustainability seems to evoke for
many a feeling of dogged tiredness. My recent
impression however, is that when I talk about
failures of democracy, immediately people have
something to say, whether complaint, proposal
or just a groan. Policy changes under this
government and the last include reducing
subsidies for solar power and other renewables;
extending the climate change levy to renewable
energy; putting business rates on schools and
community centres which generate solar
(currently planned but not yet through); bribes
for fracking and continued subsidies and tax
breaks for fossil fuel industries – all these reflect
the interests of big fossil fuel companies (what
Jeremy Leggett calls ‘the incumbency’) and their
privileged access to government. This is a

So perhaps sustainability, like justice,
equality, businesses which serve the
common good, and truth and integrity in
public affairs, depends on having better
democratic control of our government. As
things stand, we can work to reduce climate
impact directly (as in lifestyle change and
transition initiatives) but will not get far or will
be undermined by the actions of
government.
At the same time, current politics,
competing by means of red top headlines,
PR, soundbites and social media (‘post
truth’ politics) does not allow citizens to
participate in real discussion about policy
alternatives. Failure in this respect is
10

would pay directly’

witnessed by Jeremy Hunt’s reform of the
NHS which nearly all stakeholders predicted
would be a disaster – and yet it was pushed
through. The referendum campaign was
another divisive failure of democracy, which
may well result in the kind of Brexit which
eviscerates environmental and worker
protections. Effective decision-making
requires that the people making the decision
have adequate information, and have a
chance for deliberation and critical reflection,
neither of which applied.

2. Better public debate
a. Claims of politicians and news media
should be able to be challenged by a group of
citizens and evaluated by a politically neutral
truth commission such as Ireland has in
General Elections, to limit lying. There are no
alternative facts.
b. Citizens should be able to deliberate, ie
join meaningful political discussion where
people listen and respond to one another
rather than merely trot out positions decided
by focus groups, or tweet slogans. Really!
Great! There are many suggestions: citizen
juries, citizen assemblies, consensus
methods, sociocracy, wisdom councils and so
on. Locally we can explore some of these
methods which combine opportunities for
passionate speech, real listening to one
another , and the possibility of input from
experts or from the expertise in the gathering.
Help may be available from Compass and
other organizations. Incidentally, a wellmanaged hustings for local or national
elections does sometimes yield some genuine
discussion, more among some candidates and
parties than others!

For meaningful progress towards a
sustainable society and to avoid ecological
catastrophe, the priority now has to be to work
on achieving much better democratic
accountability of government; and better
public discussion of issues than our current
political system allows.
This has more than one dimension.
1. Accountability
a. Everyone’s votes should matter, as they
did in the referendum. That requires some
form of proportional representation. In 2015
it took about 33,000 votes to elect one
Conservative MP, 39,000 a Labour one,
349,000 to elect a Libdem, 1.1million for a
Green and 3.8 million for a UKIP MP.

c. Leveson 2. Trump’s victory would have
been impossible without decades of preparing
the ground for hatred by Fox News and the
like. Unless we reform the media we could
find a Trump being elected here. Already the
media have immense political power and have
even been trying it on against the law and the
judges.

b. Big donors have influence over policy
(and usually get made peers). Political
donations should be capped. Some
discussions under the last government
suggested a cap at £50,000 per person (or
company?). I would say it should be an
amount that everyone can afford – say a
tenner. Political parties couldn’t afford fancy
TV adverts. They’d have to depend on
volunteers on the streets. Even if there had to
be some state funding of political parties(as
inSweden) it would be cheaper than (in
George Monbiot’s words ‘the corruption of our
politics by private money – financial crises
caused by politicians’ failure to regulate the
banks; environmental crises caused by the
political power of the dirtiest companies;
lucrative contracts for political funders;
overcharging by well-connected drugs
companies – [this] costs us hundreds of times
more than a funding system for which we

How do we promote better democracy?
It’s a good time to talk about this because so
many see the need for better democracy, and
more people than ever feel powerless.
There’s a much wider potential alliance here
than there is to promote sustainability alone –
an alliance of the scope and depth of the Real
World Coalition of the ‘90’s. There is a great
need for a similar coalition with civil liberties
organizations, unions, WI’s, development
charities, liberation groups, community
groups, housing, refugee, disability & peace
groups and so on which can effectively contest
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erosion of democratic process and
accountability.

the German Pirate Party), randomly selected
panels and assemblies, and participatory
budgeting; and in the second, citizen juries
which, like juries in law are chosen randomly
and asked to deliberate on a decision of public
importance with the support of experts and
the ability to call witnesses. It received help
from Talk Shop as well as doing its own
research.

In summary, although particular
improvements are discussed above, we
probably require a more complete review of
our constitution such as might be offered by a
constitutional convention, and a written
constitution or bill of rights against which
changes made by governments of whatever
hue can be measured. Following the Scottish
referendum, the Labour, Liberal Democrat
and Green manifestos for the 2015 election
proposed some form of popular convention to
examine constitutional issues. The
unexpected election of a Conservative
government with a working parliamentary
majority, however, shifted the focus from this
broad constitutional debate to the more
specific issue of the continuation of devolution
and the city deals that had emerged since
2012.

In one experiment with two ‘Citizen
Assemblies’ trialled by researchers in the
Democracy Matters programme, randomly
chosen participants indicated a preference for
regional assemblies elected proportionately
over the devolution deals actually offered by
government involving metro mayors, city
region deals and combined authorities made
up of representatives from existing councils.
The latter had been proposed without public
consultation and scarcely any debate.
Such experiments are worth doing partly, I
believe, in order to generate a wider
awareness that our current system, with first
past the post elections and the most
centralised government in Europe, is not the
only kind of ‘democracy’, and experiences of
active participation and deliberation feed into
the momentum for change. Of course
defensive action is needed on behalf of the
environment and sustainable practices and
investment, but we should be working to build
alliances that can really defend democracy
and plant seeds for its improvement. If the
future is one of increasing austerity and
chaos, it will require strong and deep rooted
movements to sustain hope and commitment
for justice, including climate justice.

Yet the discussions about democracy have
continued to be vigorous. Local groups for
Compass are springing up, without party
affiliation, promoting discussions of
progressive alliances, voting systems,
reducing inequality, (basic income for
example) and other topics. The website
Opendemocracy carries news and comment,
particularly in relation to these issues.
Experiments in participatory democracy
continue, from Occupy itself, using methods
pioneered in antiglobalization movements a
decade before, through Citizen Assemblies ,
wisdom councils and the like. In Exeter the
Global Centre has organized two evenings
exploring, in the first, proportional
representation, liquid democracy (as used in

Gill Westcott

Street protest by the Occupy Movement
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N ew Directions for Living Witness
Last October, twelve Friends gathered at Bamford to shape the future work of Living Witness.
As a national Quaker community, we are seeking to support people to take the lead on a variety
of projects or networks. At the gathering we looked at the essential Quaker principles underlying
our sustainability witness, we mapped out areas of work we were interested in, and identified
priority areas that the Friends present wanted to be involved in or to lead. Some of the new
activities being taken forward by project groups are:
- well-being, including how we work with the challenging feelings and attitudes that arise around
global change, like denial, blame and guilt – we’re hoping to organise a retreat at Bamford this
year, and an event at Woodbrooke next year
- green spirituality - very broadly defined as how our Quaker faith relates to sustainability. We’re
organising a retreat at Bamford on 24-26 March. This will feed into wider work in Britain Yearly
Meeting on “nurturing our sustainability ministry”.
- resilience - and the Quaker role in building local community so we're better able to respond to
global change.
- interfaith work - including publicising other faith initiatives to Quakers, making Quaker witness
more accessible to other faiths, and encouraging interfaith participation in our events
- conversations - having conversations with strangers about climate change and writing them up
to share
Several of these will take the shape of retreats, conferences or other events – see the diary on
page 15. We 're also planning a Living Witness summer gathering with optional camping at
Bamford on 30th June-2nd July 2017.
We have several new trustees this year (see page 2) who are currently thinking about the best
ways to take all the ideas forward, and how we can make a difference in BYM and beyond. We'd
very much welcome more Friends getting involved in our work. You can find out more by
contacting me at laurie@livingwitness.org.uk.

The Tang led Web that Controls Ou r Food
The NFU recommends that farmers enter into partnerships with the major manufacturers and
supermarkets. Is this so that farmers can be squeezed even more than they are now? Profit
margins for farmers are at an all time low. Therefore they are happy to grab at anything that
promises to save them money – the latest agro-chemicals promising even bigger yields, or
eliminating weeds, or the very latest machinery that can eliminate one or two farm workers.
Major supermarkets control so much of the food market and are ruthless in their pursuit of the
lowest possible price for the highest possible profit, and manufacturers are forced to cut their
prices in order to satisfy them. Tesco, has grown from an East End market trader, to a small
chain of grubby looking “pile it high, sell it cheap” shops in East London in the 1950's , to
become the the UK's largest food retailer. They have just purchased Booker & Co, the largest
food wholesalers in the country, and the owners of Budgen, Londis, and Iceland retail chains, as
well as the Premier convenience store franchises, and Makro cash and carry wholesale
warehouses. This gives Tesco ultimate control over the lion's share of the food market and
hoovers up the bulk of the independent convenience stores into the Tesco fold. The only farmers
able to stand up to their ruthless ways are the mega industrial scale farmers. Many of the smaller
ones have fallen by the wayside as a direct result of dealing with them.
According to DEFRA official figures, over 55% of all grain grown in the UK is used as animal
feed, yet much of flour used by the food industry to produce our bread and pastries is imported.
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In fact 47% of the food we are offered in shops is imported. And yet, of all the food we produce
ourselves in the UK, we export 43%. Does that make sense? It earns more money to export it
than it does to sell it in the UK. Is this because our UK supermarkets and manufacturers are
forcing the price so low? Thus we rely on foreign producers to make up the short fall.
Both the Soil Association and the Permaculture Association have shown that, given the will, we
have both the technology and the land to produce most of our own food, without relying on
carbon intensive imports.
Multiples like Tesco and Lidl now brand a lot of their “fresh” produce with fancy farm names
such as Boswell Farms, Rosedene Farms, Willow Farms or Oakland Farms to make us believe
they might be selling produce from these farms and are dealing with real farmers. In fact the
names are entirely fictitious. The same might be said of the Waitrose Duchy Organics brand.
One might be led to believe that the goods are produced by the Duchy of Cornwall's estate. Not
true. They are produced by farmers and manufaturers from all over the UK who pay royalties to
Duchy Originals, the company set up by Prince Charles to promote organic food, and then
marketed by Waitrose. In fairness, on their fresh produce, Waitrose do actually state the name
and location of the farm producing the goods.
A tangled web to navigate though.
Pete Redwood

A Farewell to Ice, a Report from the Arctic,
Peter Wadhams, published by Allen Lane,
ISBN: 978-0-241-00941-3

This is an important and clearly written book by the UK’s most experienced
sea ice scientist, who has made more than fifty expeditions to both polar regions,
including six voyages in RN submarines beneath the ice. He was Director of the
Scott Polar Institute in Cambridge from 1992 to 2015, and has had numerous
visiting professorships. Anyone who cares for the future of the planet should read
this.
It is a factual yet passionate account of the role of sea ice in stabilising the
Earth’s climate. He refers to sea ice as the ‘canary in the mine’: the Arctic is the most sensitive
area to climate change, that shows up in the rapid decline of the ice in recent decades.
There is no doubt of the cause of this. ‘Adding carbon dioxide to the atmosphere causes a
temperature rise. There is no way out of this conclusion. It is basic physics. To deny it is like
denying gravity or asserting the Earth is flat’. Worse, he shows how CO2 warming is causing the
release of methane from the permafrost: methane is a much more powerful greenhouse gas
than CO2.
The prognosis is not good: present levels of CO2 are such that the resulting temperature rise
will be catastrophic. Therefore we must not only stop emissions, but actually remove CO 2 from
the atmosphere. ‘We have destroyed our planet’s life support system by mindless development
and misuse of technology’.
Finally, under the heading ‘Time for Battle’, are things we can do, individually and together.
‘...counter with all the power at your disposal the sewage-flow of lies and deceit emitted by
climate change deniers...’. But, the only thing that can really help is the development of a
process that draws CO2 out of the atmosphere.
In two words, ‘Thoroughly recommended’.
Roger Plenty, Nailsworth Meeting
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Dia ry
Green Spirituality. Retreat at Quaker Community, Bamford, 24-26 March 2017
A retreat to explore what in the natural environment and in living more sustainably inspires our
faith. And to explore what in Quaker faith and practice and other Quaker writing leads us to live
sustainably. To book please contact the Community at mail@quakercommunity.org.uk
Yearly Meeting Gathering, Warwick University, 29 July - 5 August 2017.
Please contact laurie@livingwitness.org.uk if you'd like to be involved in Living Witness activities
at YMG, or to be put in touch with Friends considering forming a self-catering vegan group.
Living Witness will hold at least one special interest meeting and will organise a stall at the
Groups Fair.
Living Witness Summer Gathering. Quaker Community, Bamford, 29 June - 3 July 2017 with a
full programme for the weekend of 1st/2nd July. An opportunity to reconnect with like-minded
Friends and to support each other in the sustainability witness of our lives, work and
communities. To book please contact info@livingwitness.org.uk
Wellbeing and Resilience. Living Witness Retreat at Quaker Community, Bamford, 22-24
September 2017. Building resilience by balancing the intensity of our work with ways of
supporting ourselves individually and in our community. To book please contact
info@livingwitness.org.uk. More details in next issue of earthQuaker and via our e-mail list.

Mem bership su bscription form
I wish to join Living Witness as an individual member.
Name:
Address:

Email/phone:
*Delete as appropriate
*I prefer earthQuaker: by post (b&w) / by email as a pdf (colour) /
*I am happy to access it from www.livingwitness.org.uk (colour).
*I enclose a cheque for £.............
Gift Aid declaration (please tick box if appropriate):
[...] I would like you to reclaim tax on my donations (you must pay an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax
equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations).
Date:
Suggested donation £20.00 (£5.00 for age 18-25)
Free to under 18’s
Please make cheque payable to:
“Living Witness Project”
and send to:
Laurie Michaelis
Living Witness
Friends Meeting House
43 St Giles, Oxford
or use BACS to:
a/c name: Living Witness
The Cooperative Bank
Sort Code: 089299
Account no: 65164185

Dea d lin e for the n ext issu e of ea rthQu a ker
- Monday 29th May

Please post or email contributions to the editor
Pete Redwood, 7 Barran Court, Bayswater Place, Leeds LS8 5LY
or phone: 0113 217 4973
or email: pete@livingwitness.org.uk
All contributions welcome: articles, reports, poems, ideas, letters, photos
Include your postal address and telephone number or email address but we will not include contributors’ contact
details in earthQuaker unless specifically asked to. Members wishing to contact a contributor can get in touch
through the editor—contact details above.
We reserve th e right to edit but will always try to check substantial edits with the author.
Living Witness (LW) is a Quaker charity supporting Friends’ witness to sustainable living and taking it to the wider
community in Britain and elsewhere.
LW has worked since 2002 with a growing network of Quaker meetings, connected through regular link group
gatherings, newsletters and shared resources.
At the beginning of 2008 LWP merged with Quaker Green Action, which since 1986 has been the main forum for
Friends sharing a Concern for sustainability.
We welcome both individual Friends and meetings as members of our network and participants in our gatherings.
Please get in touch with the LW co-ordinator if you would like a workshop or speaker session in your meeting.
The co-ordinator is Laurie Michaelis.
The office address is Living Witness, Friends Meeting House, 43 St Giles, Oxford, OX1 3LW.
To contact Laurie by email use as before: laurie@livingwitness.org.uk
Website is www.livingwitness.org.uk, where publications including earthQuaker (colour version!) can be
downloaded.
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